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Abstract 
The phenomenon of anomalous transmISSIon through subwavelength aperture arrays in metallic films (plasmonic 
lattices) is thought to be mediated by surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) on the film surfaces. Using terahertz time-
domain spectroscopy we systematically studied the anomalous transmission spectrum through plasmonic lattices as a 
function of the incidence angle, 8 of the impinging beam. We observed splitting of the various transmission resonances 
into two resonance branches when 8 deviates from normal incidence that depends on the polarization direction of the 
beam respect to the plane of incidence and 8. We show that the transmission resonance splitting is not related to 
dispersion relation of different SPP branches, but rather is associated to the interference properties of the SPP waves on 
the metal surface. The dependence of the split resonant frequencies vs. 8 is fit with a theoretical formula that takes into 
account the effective dielectric function of the plasmonic lattice vs. 8, which emphasizes the important role of the Fano-
type anti-resonances in the transmission spectrum. Finally, we introduced a simple way for making an efficient notch 
filter with high Q factor exploiting the splitting of transmission resonance under rotation. 
Keywords: Keywords: THz radiation, anomalous transmission, plasmonic lattice, light polarization, effective 
dielectric response, notch filter 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Extraordinary transmISSIon (EOT) of light through periodic/aperiodic perforated metal films with subwavelemgth 
apertures (plasmonic lattices) has been extensively studied in the past decade [1-6]. Recently, there has been growing 
interest in studying the dielectric response of the lattices, which is of fundamental importance in determining the 
propagation properties of electromagnetic waves. Based on the approximation that metals are perfect conductors, 
Pendry and coworkers [7,8] recently proposed a theoretical framework hypothesizing that metallic films perforated with 
periodically spaced apertures exhibit an effective plasma response ('spoofplasmons'), which is approximated by the cut-
off frequency of the waveguide mode in the individual apertures. Using THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) of 
both random and periodic hole arrays, Agrawal et. al. [9] experimentally extracted both amplitude and phase information 
[10-12], which were used for calculating the effective dielectric response £(co) of the aperture arrays [13]. It was found 
that £( co) consists of a superposition of an effective 'plasma-like' response that is associated with the uncorrelated 
individual apertures, superimposed by discrete resonances associated with the launched SPP interference on the metal 
surface, that are consequently related to the reciprocal vectors of the underlying aperture arrays in the Fourier space. 
Following the model proposed by Agrewal et al [9], we systematically study in this submission the effective dielectric 
response of a free standing plasmonic lattice as a function of polarization and incidence angle, 8 of the impinging beam. 
We fit the data by an angel dependent effective dielectric function,and show that is in fact also polarization dependent. 
Finally, we propose a simple way to achieve an efficient notch filter using multiple plasmonic lattices of known 
dielectric response in tandem. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL 
For our studies we fabricated periodic and a random array of subwavelength apertures on 75 !lm thick freestanding 
stainless steel metallic films. For the polarization and incident angle dependencies of the impinging electromagnetic THz 
beam, we used periodic apertures that were arranged in a square lattice with a lattice constant of 1.5 mm and aperture 
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diameters of 600 !lm. For the multiple periodic hole array studies, the a square lattices had a lattice constant of 1 mm and 
aperture diameters of 500 !lm, 600 !lm and 700 !lm, respectively. The samples were placed in the THz beam at various 
angle with respect to the incident beam so that both the polarization and incident angle could be easily changed (see Fig. 
1 insets). The random aperture array with holes of 600 !lm diameter was designed such that it had the same fractional 
aperture area with the corresponding plasmonic lattice having the same hole diameter. Two dimensional (2D) Fourier 
transforms applied to the random aperture arrays pattern did not yield any discrete peaks in the reciprocal space, 
confirming that the aperture distribution in these samples was truly random. 
We used a conventional time-domain THz spectroscopy setup [10] for characterizing the 2D aperture arrays. 
Photoconductive devices were used for both emission and coherent detection. An off-axis paraboloidal mirror was used 
to collect and collimate the THz radiation beam from the emitter to the samples. The samples were attached to a solid 
metal plate with a 5 cm x 5 cm opening that is significantly larger than the THz beam size, which was placed in the path 
of the collimated THz beam. The detected transient photo current, PC( T ) was recorded as a function of the translation 
stage path that determined the time delay, T between the 'pump' beam that hits the emitter and the 'probe' beam that 
arrives at the detector. PC(T ) was Fourier transformed and normalized to the reference transmission, yielding both the 
electric field transmission magnitude and phase, t(OJ) in the range ~ 0.05 THz to 0.6 THz. The resulting Fourier 
transformed data may be described by the relation: 
t( OJ) = It( OJ )1 exp [ lP( OJ)] = Etransmitted (OJ) , 
Eincident ( OJ) 
(1) 
In this expression, Eincident and Etransmitted are the incident and transmitted THz fields, respectively, It( OJ) 1 and <pC OJ) are the 
magnitude and phase of the amplitude transmission coefficient, respectively, and OJ!2n is the THz frequency. 
The incident THz beam normal to the aperture array plane was consider to be at zero rotation angle, namely 8 
rotation axis was on the array plane, either in the vertical or horizontal direction, see below. 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
o. The 
We first studied the polarization effect on the anomalous transmission spectra. The array position was set normal respect 
to the incident THz beam so that its polarization is either parallel to the (1,0) or (1,1) directions. Subsequently the arrays 
were rotated around either horizontal or vertical axis. Fig. 1 shows the transmission spectra through a periodic hole array 
with 1.5 mm lattice spacing and 600 !lm hole diameter as a function of polarization, rotation angle and 8. In particular, in 
Fig. l(a) and l(b), the THz beam polarization is set along two different directions, namely (1,0) and (1,1) direction. The 
rotation axes in each case are in the same direction as that of the polarization. In contrast the rotation axes are 
perpendicular to the beam polarization in Fig. l(c) & l(d). The dash line in Fig. l(a) shows the transmission spectrum of 
a random aperture array having similar hole diameter of 600 !lm as in the periodic arrays. Its transmission spectrum does 
not change with the incident angle. In contrast, the fundamental (1,1) (Fig. l(a)) and (1,0) (Fig. l(b)) SPP resonance, at 
~ 0.27 THz and ~1.9THz, respectively, each splits into two frequency branches [1,9]. We note that the transmission 
resonance frequencies in the periodic array are robust if the rotation axis coincides with the corresponding reciprocal 
vector direction of the resonance. This is seen in Figs. l(c) and l(d). When the rotation axis does not coincide neither 
with (0,1) nor with (1,1) directions, then both resonance frequencies that correspond with these reciprocal vectors split 
into two branches. In summary all transmission spectra in Fig. 1 may be viewed as a supperposition of two transmission 
components: (i) a broad spectrum, which relates to the transmission through individual holes and is insensitive with the 
incident angle and polarization; and (ii) a discrete resonance spectrum, which strongly depends on the incident angle and 
polarization. 
In order to better understand the transmission spectra in Fig. l(a) we assume that the aperture array behaves as an 
effective medium in the THz beam path and, therefore, could directly obtain the dielectric response, Ii( OJ) of the 
perforated metal films, without resorting to the traditional Kramers-Kronig transformation, where somewhat arbitrary 
assumptions about asymptotic behavior are usually made. Figures 2( a) and 2( c) show the real and imaginary components 
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of the dielectric constant, Ii( OJ) of the arrays which were calculated from the corresponding transmission amplitude and 
phase spectra in Fig l(a) &l(b), respectively. We found that li(0J) of the periodic array can be well described by a 
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Figure 1. Incident polarization and angle dependent transmission studies of a stainless steel foil perforated with periodic aperture 
arrays having D = 600 !lm and dimeter lattice constant a = 1.5 mm. The insets shows the incident polarization (two-direction arrows), 
and the rotational axes (dash lines). The transmission through a random aperture array having the same aperture diameter and overall 
fractional apertutre area as the studued plasmonic lattice is shown in (a) as a dashed-dotted line. The fundamental (1, 0) and (1,1) SPP 
resonances at ~O .19 and ~ 2.7 THz, respectively each splits into two resonance branches depending on the incident polarization and 
rotation axis. The transmission of the random aperture arrays shown in (a) does not depend on polarization, rotation axis or impinging 
angle. 
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Figure 2. (a) and (c) The spectra of the real (left axis) and imaginary (right axis) £(co) components obtained from the transmission 
spectra of Fig lea) & l(b) at various 8. The dielectric response was obtained by fitting the data using equation (1). The fitting 
parameters, COT and 2:S (see text) are shown in (b) and (d) as a function of 8 and correspond to £( co) shown in (a) and (c), respectively. 
The corresponding dash lines through the data points are guide to the eye. 
The first term is a plasma-like, non resonant dielectric response, where ()Jp is the effective plasma frequency that is set 
by the cut-off frequency,!c of a cylindrical aperture given by!c = camhrD, where <lm is a mode-dependent constant ~ 
1.841 for the lowest-order mode (TEll)' and c is the speed of light [16]; &00 is the high frequency dielectric constant;, 
and yis the plasma relaxation rate. The second term in Eq. (2) is the resonant component that depends on the particular 
SPP resonance in the plasmonic lattice; this component varies with polarization and incident angle of the impinging 
beam. Here ()JL j and ()Jr j are the effective longitudinal optical (LO) and transverse optical (TO) frequencies associated 
with the 'phonon-like' resonant contribution in the effective medium, and J] is the relaxation rate (linewidth) of the jth 
resonance. We introduce the weighting interference factor, rj which depends on the polarization direction and is 114 for 
each direction, (1,0) or (1,1). the dielectric function in Eq. (2) is consistent with a Fano-type interference between a 
continuum spectrum given by the first term and the discrete lines [6,17,18]. The maxima obtained in the transmission 
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spectrum are typical features of 'LO-type' resonances, whereas ()Jr j in Eq. (2) are the antiresonance (ARj ) frequencies 
that correspond to the dips in the transmission spectra that correspond to the various SPP branches. For fitting the 
obtained dielectric response using Eq. (2), we chose OJp ~ 1.42 S-l and &00 ~ 530, which were obtained previously from 
fits of &(w) of the random aperture array [9] whereas the TO frequencies (()Jr j) for the resonant contribution in Eq. (2) 
correspond to the (±1, 0) and the (±1, ±1) plasmonic branches, which can be derived from the standard SPP model [1]. In 
Figs. 2(b) and 2(d) we show the best fitting values of ()Jr j that we obtained from &(w) at various incident angles. The 
()Jr j values in Fig. 2(b) & 2(d) are in good agreement with the anti-resonances, or dips in the transmission spectra of 
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Figure 3. Transmission on multiple hole arrays in tandem, having the same lattice constant of 1 mm, but different hole diameters: A 
(700 /lm), B (600 /lm) and C (500 /lm). The dashed line is the transmission of a single hole array C, where the incident THz is 
perpendicular to the array. The incident beam polarization is in the (l,0) direction. The dotted line is the transmission of a two array 
structure in tandem fonned by adding a second array (B), which is rotated 50 from the perpendicular direction of the incident beam .. 
The lowest order transmission peak (1,0) remains the same, while the other peak split into two small branches and thus the 
transmission in that frequency range is lower. By adding the third array (A), the transmission background and the higher order 
resonant (1,1) band continue to be suppressed (solid line). The inset shows the physical arrangement of the multiple arrays, where the 
doubled-side arrow indicates the incident beam polarization direction. 
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We further calculated the oscillation strength, Sj [9] of the individual resonances, which is given by the 
relation: Sj = (w~j - wi j)/ wi j . As seen in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)) we found that the sum, LS! is insensitive with the 
rotation angle, in agreement with previous reports [9]. 
In the following we describe how the interesting characteristic properties of the of transmission dependence on the beam 
polarization and incident angle may be used in an application, namely to create a notchibandpass filter. In principle, the 
rotation of a periodic hole arrays causes a split of a particular resonant transmission peak into two peaks with 
substantially reduced intensities, while maintaining the transmission strength of the other resonant band. Based on this 
principle, a large transmission efficiency and high Q-factor notch filter may be obtained using multiple hole arrays by 
suppressing the transmission background of the continuous component caused by the individual holes) Fig. 3 shows the 
transmission spectra through single, double and triple periodic hole arrays. These stacked plasmonic lattices were 
composed by three hole arrays with the same periodicity of 1 mm but different hole diameters, namely A (500 !lm), B 
(600 !lm), and C (700 !lm). The distance between the plasmonic lattice structure pairs was set to be about 4 cm. By 
rotating the hole array (B) around its vertical axis, it is possible to split the higher order transmission peak (1,1) of this 
structure, and this reduces the transmission at that frequency, and consequently this may further filter the transmission of 
the (1,0) band by the third array (A). This process keeps the properties of the lowest-order transmission peak intact, and 
therefore the Q-factor of the engineered optical filter increases with the number of pI as monic lattice structures involved. 
When optimally designed, the transmission efficiency of the optical filter can approach 100% with very high Q-factor at 
the designed frequency. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
We have systematically studied the anomalous transmission spectrum through plasmonic lattices as a function of 
polarization and the incidence angle, 8 of the impinging beam in the frequency range from ~ 0.05 THz to 0.6 THz using 
the THz time-domain method. We observed splitting of the various transmission resonances, each into two resonance 
branches when 8 deviates from normal incidence, depending on the polarization direction of the beam. We studied this 
phenomenon in the context of an effective complex dielectric response for the arrays. The dielectric function, s(O)) is 
fundamental for understanding the complete linear propagation properties of electromagnetic radiation in plasmonic 
lattices, and since the THz experiment can get information on both transmission amplitude and phase, we were able to 
determined both real and imaginary components of s( 0)) simultaneously from the same data. We found that s( 0)) consists 
of a superposition of an effective 'plasma-like' response associated with the uncorrelated apertures, and another 
component that is composed of discrete resonance response associated with the reciprocal lattice vectors of the 
underlying aperture arrays in the Fourier space. This emphasizes the important role of the Fano-type anti-resonances in 
the transmission spectrum. Finally, we introduced a simple way for engineering an efficient notch filter with high Q-
factor by exploiting the split and reduction of the transmission resonances upon rotation, and using several plasmonic 
structures in tandem. 
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